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To begin with let us recall a central result in connec-
tion with the averaging problem. It has recently been
shown that a set of `generalized Friedmann equations',
which also incorporate structure inhomogeneities, govern
the eective cosmological evolution [2]. `Eective' means
that the homogeneous{isotropic variables of the FLRW
model are replaced by their Riemannian volume averages
on some given spatial domain. In relativistic cosmology
the generalized Friedmann equations, restricted here to
the simplest matter model `irrotational dust' (more gen-















































= 0 ; (2)
where we have dened, on the averaging domain B
0
, the
regional Hubble parameter as 1=3 of the spatially averaged




































is the volume of the domain of averag-
ing, d
g
the Riemannian volume element associated with
the 3 metric g
ab



















derivative in a comoving frame. (Note that the zero{
subscript indicates that the averaging domain has the
original non{averaged geometry; we shall later also refer
to the corresponding smoothed{out domain.)




, the kinematical backre-
action, appearing in the above equations quanties the
deviations of the average model from the standard FLRW
model. It is composed of two positive{denite uctuation
terms (see: [2]): rst, shear uctuations that tend to
mimic the presence of a (kinematical) dark matter com-
ponent decelerating the expansion and, second, expan-
sion amplitude uctuations that tend to mimic a time{
dependent positive cosmological term, an accelerating
component (`quintessence').
Eq. (2) shows that the averaged scalar curvature is cou-
pled to the `backreaction' dynamically, which is not the





= 0 the set of generalized Friedmann equations








agreement with the evolution of the spatially constant
curvature in the standard model.
Furthermore, in the general model, we may dene re-

















































































= 1 : (6)
In contrast to the standard FLRW cosmological parame-
ters there are four players. In the FLRW case there is by





the `eective cosmology' can be determined by a scale{
dependent and regional `cosmic quartet' [4] rather than
by a global `cosmic triangle' [1].
It is generally agreed that quantitative investigations of
the (kinematical) backreaction eect point towards two




to the `cosmic quar-
tet' is quantitatively small in suÆciently large expanding
domains of the Universe (it may contribute signicantly
on cluster scales and below [15] and may be attributed to
cosmic variance on large scales); second, the dynamical
inuence of a non{vanishing backreaction on the other
(standard) cosmological parameters can { nevertheless {
be large, in other words, the values of the standard pa-
rameters found on a given hypersurface at an evolved
time are, in general, not related to their initial values
according to the FLRW model (for an investigation in
Newtonian cosmology see: [6]).
DRESSING COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Eq. (6) forms the basis of a discussion of cosmologi-
cal parameters as they determine the theoretical model.
They may not be, however, directly accessible to obser-
vations. Unlike in Newtonian cosmology, where the cor-
responding equations have a similar form [5], it is not
straightforward to compare the above relativistic aver-
age model parameters to observational data. The rea-
son is that the volume{averages contain information on
the actually present geometrical inhomogeneities within
the averaging domain. In contrast, the \observer's Uni-
verse" is described in terms of a Euclidean or constant
curvature model. Consequently, the interpretation of ob-
servations within the set of the standard model param-
eters, if extended by the backreaction parameter or not,
neglects the geometrical inhomogeneities that (through
the Riemannian volume{average) are hidden in the aver-
age characteristics of the theoretical cosmology. In other
words, an averaging procedure in relativistic cosmology
is not complete unless we device a way to also average
the geometrical inhomogeneities. Since geometrical elds
are tensorial variables for which possible strategies of av-
eraging form the subject of considerable controversy in
the relativistic literature, there is some ambiguity in how
such an averaging could be implemented.
We have suggested an answer to this problem in [7],
and here we wish to exploit our results for comparing the
3original averaged model of a surveyed region of the Uni-
verse with the geometrically smoothed{out model which
governs the interpretation of the observer's data. This
turns out to be rather simple and physically clear, so
that we think that explaining the details of the smooth-
ing procedure is not mandatory in this Letter. It suÆces
to say that the idea of smoothing{out the geometrical
inhomogeneities was implemented in [7] (see also [10] for
a preliminary attempt), by designing a smoothing ow
on the basis of the geometrical scaling properties of the
matter variables. Moreover, such a smoothing was imple-
mented on a regional and Lagrangian basis, i.e., the met-
ric and the matter variables are smoothed on a geodesic
domain in such a way as to preserve its material content.
Such requirements characterize in a natural way a Ricci
deformation ow for the metric [7]. It is perhaps interest-
ing to note that such a ow is extensively studied in the
mathematical literature (see, e.g.: [13], [8], [9]), where
the Ricci ow plays a basic role in mapping a bumpy
3 geometry into a homogeneous geometry.
Let us highlight some results.
According to [7], the picture discussed in the introduc-
tion strictly depends on the ratio between two density
proles dened in the averaging domain: one is natu-
rally associated with the actual matter content of the
gravitational sources, whereas the other is the mass den-
sity corresponding to the matter content in the given re-
gion, but now thought of as averaged over a geometrically

















Our assumption of the regional smoothing was such that
the total masses are the same, so that we infer from (7)
that the average density measured with a \Friedmannian
bias" is dressed by a volume eect due to the dierence
between the volume of a smoothed region and the actual












A further result that explicitly involves the geometrical
smoothing ows is formed by the relation between the
constant regional curvature in the smoothed model (e.g.,
a FLRW domain) and the actual regional average curva-


















where we have introduced a novel measure for the `back-
reaction' of geometrical inhomogeneities capturing the
deviations from the standard FLRW space section, the





















































R being the trace{free part of
the Ricci tensor R
ab





from scalar invariants of the intrinsic curvature, appears
to have a similar form as the `kinematical backreaction'
term (that was built from invariants of the extrinsic cur-
vature). It features two positive{denite parts, the scalar
curvature amplitude uctuations and uctuations in met-
rical anisotropies. Depending on which part dominates
we obtain an under{ or overestimate of the actual aver-
aged scalar curvature, respectively.  parametrizes inte-
gral curves of the smoothing ow for the metric, so that
the expression above indeed refers to the explicit form of
this ow. Notwithstanding, this term may be estimated
by the actual curvature uctuations, since the Ricci ow
acts in a controllable way such that the maxima of the
curvature inhomogeneities are monotonically decreasing
during the deformation.
From Eq. (9) we can understand the physical content
of geometrical averaging. It makes transparent that, in
the smoothed model, the averaged scalar curvature is
`dressed' both by the volume eect mentioned above, and
by the curvature backreaction eect itself. The volume ef-
fect is expected precisely in the form occurring in (9), if
we think of comparing two regions of distinct volumes,
but with the same matter content, in a constant curva-
ture space. Whereas the backreaction term encodes the
deviation of the averaged scalar curvature from a con-
stant curvature model, e.g., a FLRW space section.
THE BARE QUARTET
The results discussed above allow us to relate the ac-
tual parameters (4) and (5) to the values of such param-
eters obtained as regional averages on a homogeneous ge-
ometry by the smoothing procedure. We have seen that
a \Friedmannian bias" in modelling the real observed re-
gion of the Universe with a smooth matter distribution
evolving in a homogeneous and isotropic geometry, in-
evitably `dresses' the matter density h%i
B
, the Hubble pa-
rameterH
B
, and the scalar curvature R
B
with correction
factors. Correspondingly, an observer with a \Friedman-
nian bias" would interprete his measurements in terms of































































The latter equation follows from our assumption that the
smoothing procedure requires to respect the Hamiltonian
























4we can formally study fractions of `bare' and `dressed'
parameters (making sure that the denominators are non{



























































The above listed relations appear to provide a formal
recipee for interpreting the cosmological parameters. Let
us illustrate them by considering mixed fractions of var-
ious cosmological parameters in order to eliminate, say
the fraction of the Hubble parameters , and conclude












































Reecting the contemporary view on the cosmological pa-
rameters, we may consider a region of the Universe on a
suÆciently large scale of the order of 1 Gpc/h. The (pos-
sibly also `dressed') observations of the rst doppler peak
in the CMB uctuations at the \Friedmannian scale"
 100 Mpc/h favour an approximately vanishing average
curvature R
B
 0. Let us, for simplicity, approximate
both the `bare' and `dressed' `kinematical backreaction'
parameters by zero. If, again for simplicity, we approxi-
mate also the `curvature backreaction' parameter by zero,
  0 (in the sense that there are curvature uctua-
tions present, but the two positive{denite parts compen-
sate each other), we would have an approximately van-
ishing average curvature also in the actual cosmological
model. Then, the standard argument requires compensa-
tion of the observed matter content (including dark bary-
onic and possibly dark nonbaryonic matter components),









 0:7. For the `bare' pa-





































This certainly oversimplied example shows that, instead
of postulating the presence of a large cosmological term,
the `bare' mass parameter could still acquire values close
to one, if `undressed', and if the volume fraction  is sub-
stantially greater than 1. The second relation in Eq. (12)
then shows, that the actual Hubble{parameter would be
larger than the `dressed' one.
A quantitative estimate that gives us an idea of the or-
der of magnitude of the volume eect has been worked out
by Hellaby [14] comparing spherically symmetric with
FLRW solutions. He employs \volume matching" as pro-
posed by Ellis and Stoeger [12] which should, however,
amount to a similar eect as a comparison of the models
at equal mass. He nds that the spatial averages of the
density proles as compared with the corresponding (t-
ted) FLRW parameters yield errors in the range 10 30%
for realistically modelled clusters and voids.
It appears that the interpretation of relativistic cos-
mological parameters is far from trivial, given that we
did neither touch on the issue of averaging on the ob-
server's light{cone in which case the discussed eect in-
teracts with the time{evolution of the model (compare
the detailed suggestion in [12]), nor did we study the
smoothing itself in a dynamical setting. As the present
discussion shows, a thorough investigation of volumes of
realistic cosmological slices as the \simplest" quantity
would considerably enhance our theoretical background
to approach observational data. As in other elds like
solid state physics, where the study of surface roughen-
ing is well{developed, cosmology could face the necessity
of understanding geometrical structure formation, as it
was facing the necessity of understanding structure for-
mation on a homogeneous geometry.
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